
to enforce it unless technical or political de-
velopments make it possible to achieve a superi-
or method of protecting the nation's security.
What is needed is an effort to strengthen the
treaty by resolving outstanding issues of compli-
ance and by clarifying its application to new
technologies in strategic defense.

[Travel Advisory]

WAYSTO GO

From "Amazon Adventure, " by Redmond O'Han-
kin, in Granta, No. 20.

Having spent two months traveling in the
primary rain forests of Borneo, I thought that a
four-month journey in the country between the
Orinoco River in Venezuela and the Amazon in
Brazil would pose no particular problem.

There are no leeches that go for you in the
Amazon jungles, an absence which would repre-
sent, I felt, a great improvement on life in Bor-
neo. But there are many of the same amoebic
and bacillary dysenteries, yellow and blackwater
and dengue fevers, malaria, cholera, typhoid,
rabies, hepatitis, and tuberculosis-plus one or
two very special extras.

There is Chagas's disease, for instance, car-
ried by various species of assassin bugs that bite
you on the face or neck and then, gorged, defe-
cate next to the puncture. When you scratch
the itch that results, you rub the droppings and
their cargo of protozoa into your bloodstream;
between one and twenty years later you begin to
die from an illness whose symptoms are at first
like malaria and later like AIDS. Then there is
onchocerciasis, river blindness, transmitted by
blackfly and caused by worms which migrate to
the eyeball. And leishmaniasis, which is a bit like
leprosy and is produced by a parasite carried by
sand flies (it infects 80 percent of the Brazilian
troops on maneuvers in the jungle in the rainy
season); unless treated quickly, it eats away the
warm extremities. And then there is the odd ex-
otic, like the fever which erupted in the state of
Pava in the 1960s and killed seventy-one peo-
ple, including the research unit sent in to iden-
tify it.

The big animals are supposed to be much
friendlier than you might imagine. The jaguar
kills you with a bite to the head, but only in ex-
ceptional circumstances. Two vipers, the fer-
de-lance (up to seven and a half feet long) and
the bushmaster (up to twelve feet, the largest in
the world), kill you only if you step on them.
The anaconda is known to tighten its grip only

when you breathe out; the electric eel can deliv-
er its 640 volts only before its breakfast; the pi-
ranha rips you to bits only if you are already
bleeding; and the giant catfish merely has a pen-
chant for taking off your feet at the ankle as you
do the crawl.

The smaller animals are, on the whole, much
more annoying: mosquitoes, blackfly, tapir fly,
chiggers, ticks, scabies-producing Tunga pen-
trans and Dermatobia hominis, and the human
botfly, whose larvae bore into the skin, eat
modest amounts of you for forty days, and
emerge as inch-long maggots.

But it was the candiru, the toothpick fish-a
tiny catfish adapted for a parasitic life in the gills
and cloacae of bigger fish-which swam most
persistently into my dreams on troubled nights.

In Borneo, when staying in the longhouses, I
learned that going down to the river in the early
morning is the polite thing to do-you know
you are swimming in the socially correct patch
of muddy river when fish nuzzle your pants,
wanting you to take them down and produce
their breakfast. In the Amazon, on the other
hand, should you have had too much to drink,
say, and inadvertently urinate as you swim, any
homeless candiru, attracted by the smell, will
take you for a big fish and swim excitedly up
your stream of uric acid, enter your urethra like
a worm into its burrow, and, raising its gill cov-
er, stick out a set of retrorse spines. Nothing can
be done. The pain, apparently, is spectacular.

[Campaign Letter]

APOLITICAL
SOFT ..SELL
This letter was sent last fall to residents of Ingham
County, Michigan, by county commissioner Mark
Grebner, to announce his bid for reelection.
Grebner won the election in November.

Dear Constituent,
I'm afraid it's time once again for politicians

with balloons at the parades, politicians who
rent airplanes that circle the stadium, politi-
cians on TV, politicians stuffing your mailbox,
politicians at your front door, politicians on the
phone.

Being a small-time politician myself, I do
what I can to uphold these proud traditions. But
again this year, I'm afraid I've bailed out of the
battle for lawn signs. I guess I just don't have
the stuff required to wheedle permission and
spend a month pounding in stakes all over
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town. For those who judge their politicians by
hard work, perhaps this shows a dangerous lack
of character.

I was hoping to make the best of it by propos-
ing a sort of lawn sign nonaggression pact with
my opponent, turning mere laziness into the ap-
pearance of statesmanship. Unfortunately, he
had already purchased his signs before [ got
around to calling him. As a result, I've adopted
the equivalent of unilateral disarmament.

Like every politician, [ eternally hope for an
easy race, one in which my opponent despairs
early and puts forth only a token effort. I'm be-
ginning to think the fact that I'm as vocal and
colorful as I am precludes such good fortune-
I inevitably make at least one person angry
enough to circulate petitions and run.

Anyway, my opponent this year is a twenty-
five-year-old named Eugene Joseph McCarthy.
(He calls himself [oe.] The only contact we've
had was two years ago when he interviewed me
on behalf of MSU Bible Study; he was encour-
aging the members to become more involved in
local politics. (No, I didn't receive their en-
dorsement.) For my part, I regret to say that
voters can look forward to a vigorous contest;
Joe has already raised over $1,000 from his
friends in MSU Bible Study, and he's out
knocking on doors.

Me too, I suppose.
Politically yours,

Mark Grebner

[Media Advisory)

BOB IN TOYLAND
This advisory was distributed on February 13 to
journalists in Washington, D.c., by Senator Rob-
ert Packwood's staff.

TAX REFORM IS FOR KIDS TOO

Senator Bob Packwood will visit the Wash-
ington Square TOYS "R" US store on Saturday,
February 14, at 11:00 A.M. to inaugurate the
chain's new low prices. The lower prices were
made possible by the corporate tax rate reduc-
tion created by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
Senator Packwood was a chief architect of the
sweeping tax reform bill.

Senator Packwood and TOYS "R" US area
manager Mike Haag will participate in a cake-
cutting ceremony and distribute the cake to
children and parents attending the event.
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[Interview]

THE REGIME WITHIN
From an interview with Vdclav Havel, the Czech
playwright, in the January 23 issue of the London
Times Literary Supplement. Havel is one of the
founders of Charter 77, the Czech human rights
group, which is observing its tenth anniversary this
year. The interview was conducted by Erica Blair
and arrangedwith the assistanceof the Palach Press,
in London, and the Documentation Centre for the
Promotion of Independent Czechoslovak Literature,
in Scheinfeld. The interview was translated by
AG. Brain.

What exactly do you mean when you say that condi-
tions in Czechoslovakia are totalitarian?

I'd like to emphasize at the outset that I'm no
political scientist. But there is an evident differ-
ence between dictatorships in the classical
sense-what some describe as "authoritarian
rule"-and totalitarianism. In the system we
live in you won't normally encounter street bat-
tles between citizens and the police or direct
violence, brutality, or terrorism from the re-
gime. What one does encounter, however, is
something that George Orwell saw, and that is
more dangerous in certain respects. From morn-
ing to night, everything every ordinary citizen
does is in some way interfered with by the sys-
tem. The regime leaves its mark on everything,
from the way housing developments are built to
the patterns of television programming. You
can even see this manipulation in apparently
trivial things, such as the opening and closing
times of restaurants, which are set with a view
to discouraging people from sitting around too
long, and encouraging them to go home to their
television screens to watch the messages broad-
cast by the centralized media.

The violence of our system will never be seen
by tourists or visitors. It is the kind of violence
they would see only if they got a job at, say, the
CKD Engineering Works in Prague and had to
travel to work every morning and back home
every afternoon. They would then be in a posi-
tion to understand what it means to earn the
usual rate for the job there, and to be dependent
on superiors. They would see how those who
pursue political careers receive ever-higher sala-
ries. They would discover that no matter how
well they worked, their pay would remain the
same. They would realize just how much they
were at the mercy of the all-powerful bureaucra-
cy, so that for every little thing they have to ap-
proach some official or other. They would
observe the gradual destruction of the human
spirit, of basic human dignity. They would see
how, from the nursery to the old people's home,


